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Abstract of

SOPERLTION WAVMTffWD•: Al ANALYSIS Of OPERLTIONAL DESIGN

This paper analyzes Operation IATCfTOVU through the study of its

operational design. Identification of Operation -A CHTOUER's

failures and successes empbasize valid lessons which, if learned and

applied in future operations, vill increase operational efficiency

and ultimately save lives and resources. The study is focused

primarily on analysis of the operational planlir and execution

pbases of Operation VATCM VER. Limited analysis of the

'operational leadership' of the namerous operational commanders

involved in the planni and execution is made. The principle

findings in exaneing the planni and execution of Operation

YAT1WfTOVER are that commencing offensive operations before

sufficient operational reserve forces and assets can be attained,

creates an operation dependent on high risk and a small margin of

error. Operational plans that adequately plan for the application

of available forces and assets yet fail to sake provisions for their

sustainuent and relief, will perilously approach their culmination

point or fail during the exchange of unexpected battles and

engagements. Unity of command, unity of effort and effective

cooperation are essential to the success of any operation exposed toor

the 'fog of var'. Every operational/tactical commander must fully M

understand the operational intent of his superior. These lessons ýd 0

serve to validate, reinforce and emphasize the importance of today's --

operational doctrine and principles of war. Distribution/ .
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OPERATION VAMCIMDER: AN hWYSIS IN OPERTIONAL DESIGN

CAlaMi I

"TA &hf a00 ke uperaliaa/e Amw hoaw to oducate s ouwsew to
opowatlonal-loeol thougt. . lAhr Ailll &o a stronw a~ty Av tIe no/tt
warIfour senler cnfiwadUors and Staffs aro not adequatMlyproarod
14 makwe opratonal-lovol d s kefuro the first battM "

Operation WAT(CMER, the amphibious invasion of Guadalcawl,

Tulagi, and Gavutu islands, vas the initial offensive operation of

the three-phased Solomon Islands capign for control of the

Japanese strategic bastion at Rabaul. Conducted from 7 August £942

until 9 February 1943, Operation WATCHTWMER ws plarmed and executed

during the infant stages of U.S. involvement In the ur in the South

Pacific. WATCH70VER involved joint U.S. and combined Allied forces

primarily from the Pacific theaters against Japanese naval, land and

air forces. lany obstacles and shortfalls were encountered in the

immature Pacific theaters which endangered the fulfillment of

Operation IATMMTOVER's operational objectives.

The intent of this paper is to examine the operational design of

Operation VAI=ETOVER, specifically its operational planning and

execution phases. Identification of its operational failures and

successes will support and uphold the principles of today's joint

operations doctrine as well as reinforce adherence to them in the

planng and execution of tomorrow's joint operations.



CHAPTR II

S'11&IGIC YRAIZMRH

YMIWIC SI&rnION. Japan'. efforts in building an empire rich

in oil and minerals proceeded essentially unchecked following their

attack on Pearl Harbor. Countered by only a handful of dispersed

raids by U.S. carrier forces in the Pacific Ocean, the Japanese

achieved rapid territorial expansion. They swiftly attacked and

occupied Indochina. Thailand, the Gilbert Islands. Guam. the

Philippines. Take Island. the Netherlands East Indies. Now Britain.

Bougainville. and Now Guinea.

In the spring of 1942. positive evnts unfolded for the United

States. On iS April. Vice Aft. Halsey attacked targets located on

the Japanese mainland with 'Doolittle's Raiders'. Next. U.S. forces

achieved a strategic victory in the Battle of the Coral Sea (4-8

hay). "lor the first tine since the ur began. Japanese expansion

bad been checked..i The Japanese defeat at the Battle of Hidwy (4-

6 June) brought the United States another strategic victory. "at

one blow - in a single day's fighting - the advantage gained at

Pearl Harbor bad been lost and parity in carrier power vs restored

in the Pacific.*2 U.S. Pacific Forces were now in a position to

seize the initiative and go on the offensive for the very first

time.

JAPA•E SToAi IC L .LAMM. The expansion of Japan' s newly

captured empire came fairly easily. Howevere, the rapidity with

which the Japanese had achieved their win objectives left then

without a decision as to their further strategy..3 The Japanese
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military hierarchy however, did not formulate strategic plans easily

ddb to friction created by interservice and intraservice

differences. The Japanese Army advocated maintaining large nmbers

of troops on the continent due to fears of Russian expansion and

argued against an invasion of Australia due to limited troop

strength. The Japanese Nhvy argued amongst themselves whether to

continue the drive south to isolate Australia or drive north and

east against the Aleutians and flidwy. In lkrch, the Imperial

General Headquarters arrived at a 'compromise' strategy - Isolate

Australia. This strategy reflected the strategic importance of

cutting off the lines of communications vhich the United States bad

established from North America to Australia. The Japanese planned

to capture New Guinea, and then advance south into the Solomon and

Fiji Islanis, and New Caledonia.

Ada. Tamamoto, however, bad a different strategic vision. He

advocated the destruction of the United States Fleet, specifically

its aircraft carriers. Ada. yamaoto'e proposal vs to destroy the

U.S. aircraft carriers in operations at 1idmwy. Stunned by

Doolittle's attack, Japan's pride had been wounded and the Japanese

bastily made plans for a counter-attack on Ifidwy. 'Through

compromise the Japanese bad adopted two concurrent strategies vhich

were destined to over-extend their forces. 04

The initial operational objective of Japan's new strategy vs to

capture the Allied base at Port Mloresby, New Guinea. Japan's

capture of Rabaul, New Britain in January 1942, bad provided them

With a strategically located base from which to operate air and

MaVal forces against Port Iloresby. Following their defeat at

Ifidwy. the Imperial General Headquarters cancelled the invasions of

3



Fiji and Now Caledonia. Japan however, had built a seaplane base at

T ai in the Solomon Islands to be used for the invasion of Port

kloresby. They also bad commenced construction of an airfield on the

island of Guadalcanal which would be capable of supporting sixty

aircraft in early August. This Japanese operational objective would

greatly influence U.S. strategic planners in their decisions of

where to start their offensive operations.

U. S. STRAEGIC PLANNGl;.

"In order to Imposae our wi/ upon Japans It // bAMYD nessary
for us to project our floot ard/land forces c s the Padcl
and iwag warIn Japanese wator. Jo effect tk/s roquiros
tkat we hame sufflclunt bases to support the foot, bAtk dud/ng
Its proJectl/o Und afterwards."

I fColeearrl MIs, &SMC, 1921.

Ironically, two decades later, these prophetic words fit the

thouhts of Admiral Ernest J. King, Commander in Chief United States

Fleet. As a facilitator between national policy and zilittry

strategy, he bad his own vision which opposed the priorities laid

before him by the Allied Grand Strategy of 'Germany Firsti.

•Ve didn't realize it. but Admiral King bad started what would

develop into the Guadalcanal Campaign [author's note: actually

Solomons Canpaign] at the start of the year, long before Ilidwy.05

In February. Afm. King told Chief of Staff Gen. George C. IHrsball.

•tbat he considered it necessary to garrison certain South and

Southwest Pacific islands with Amy troops in preparation for

launching U. S. thrines on an early offensive against the enemy .6

In 11arch. Adm. King proposed his plan of operations against the

Japanese to President Roosevelt. He s3umarized it in three phrases:

4



Hold Hawii; Support Australia; and Drive Northwestward from New

Hebrides.?

Ad. King bad monitored Japan's expansion with tremendous concern

since assuming duties in December, 1941. Constrained by the Allied

Grand Strategy, he was forced to fight a defensive war in the

Pacific Ocean. Ada. King feared that Japanese forces would continue

to expand unrestrained and cut off the U.S. lines of communication

between Hawii and Australia. King fully understood the strategic

importance of the Solomon Islands. Occupation of these islands

would permit development of a chain of bases which would be used to

advance toward the Japanese mainland, contain southward Japanese

expansion, and serve to protect vulnerable sea lines of

communications to Australia.

Following the strategic victories at Coral Sea and lidway, a

reevaluation of U.S. policy in the Pacific us conducted by the

Joint Chiefs of Staff. The JCS agreed the time was at hand for the

United States to seize the strategic initiative and go on the

offensive in the Pacific.

Ada. King saw the opportunity to put his plans into action. He

decided that the location to begin offensive operations bad to be

the Guadalcanal-Tulani area in the Solomon Islands. Accordingly,

Mda. King proposed the operation to the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

However, Generals harshall and Arnold were firmly committed to the

build-up of the U.S. forces in England for Operation BOLERO as

directed by President Roosevelt. Thus, they were cool to Ada.

King's proposal. 6

Like the Japanese, the U.S. military hierarchy also had

interservice strategy differences. wBefore the Joint Chiefs of

Staff could issue orders for the attack, they had to settle serious

5



problem regarding comman and the exploymunt of forces. 9

Tfey became the mediators of a 'Battle of the CINCs' for command of

the first U.S. offensive in the Pacific. To no-one's surprise, the

JCS mediators sided with their respective service chiefs.

In early June. Gen. MhcArthur proposed his plans for a single

offensive with the objective as the New Britain - New Ireland area.

Gen. Marshall supported General MacArthur. the Coamrnder-in-Chief of

the Southwest Pacific Area (CINCSMPA) and advocated that rlcArthur

commean these offensive operations.

At the sane tine Adm. Niaitz %s formulating his plans for

initial offensive operations in the Solomon and Santa Cruz Islands.

His sequential operations would establish bases to support further

operations to the north, with New Britain - New Guinea as the final

objective of the campaign. Ada. King advocated that Ada. Niaitz,

the Coumnder-in-Chief of the Pacific Ocean Areas (CINCPOA), comnazd

these offensive operations since Adt. Nimitz possessed the naval and

awphbious assets to accomplish them. Ada. King realized, however.

that cooperation from Gen. lkcArthur would be needed in supplying

land-based aircraft, surface ships. and submarines that were needed

to supplement Aft. Niaitz' theater assets.

The 'Battle of the CINCs' boiled down to a debate over: the

sector of main effort, application of forces and assets, method of

defeating the opponent, U.S. vulnerabilities and who should comin

these offensive operations.

Gen. 1kcArthur's and Ma. Niaitz' proposed operational schemes

differed in methods of defeating the enemy. Gen. McArthur's plan

favored striking directly at the primary objective, while

AdM. Niaitz' plan favored attacking it peripherally in a step-by-step

6



maner. The validity of MhcArthur's plan lay in the ability of

Japanese forces to attack Australia froa captured Allied positions

at Port 1ioresby. The validity of Nizitz' plan lay in the Japanese

ability to interdict U.S. lines of communication from bases in the

Solomon Islands. Santa Cruz Islands and the Fijis.

By the end of June. Ada. King hoping for a compromise solution.

"swgested that Ada. Ghoraley comman the offensive until the Tulagi

operation ws over. and that thereafter General 1kcArthur should

control the advance toward Rabaul..10

On 2 July 1942. the Joint Chiefs settled the 'Battle of the

CIU3s' by issuance of the 'Joint Directive for Offensive Operations

in the Southwest Pacific Area Agreed on by the United States Chiefs

of Staff.' It directed that offensive operations were to begin

immediately in the Soloaons under Ads. Nimitz' and Ads. Ghoraley's

comaM.
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CBR III

TOUTER ORGANIZTION

CR.ATION OF PAIFIC T7-A¶!RS. On 30 11arch 1942, the Joint Chiefs

of Staff divided the Pacific Ocean Into two theaters of uar: the

Pacific Ocean Area (POA), coamered by Admiral Chester T. Nizitz -

CIMCPOA; and the Southwest Pacific Area (SIPA), commded by General

Douglas HcArthur - CINCSVPA, (figure 1). Nizitz' headquarters were

located at Pearl Harbor, hula11 and MacArthur having fled from the

Japanese in the Philippines nineteen days earlier, sot up his

headquarters in Australia. 1 By today' s stazdards hac~rthur' s SVPA

would be considered a theater of operation.

The expanse of Nilitz' Pacific Ocean Area prompted the JCS to

subdivide it into three theaters of operation. Two of these

theaters of operation: the North Pacific Area (NPA), and the Central

Pacific Area (CPA). remined under Nizitz' comemad. Nimitz us

directed to appoint a CINC for the third theater of operation, the

South Pacific Area (SPA). He appointed Vice-Admiral Robert L.

Ghormley who assumed command as CINCSPA on 19 June, and took up

headquarters at Auckland, New Zealand.

CORISOPAC Op-Plan 1-42 directed that "the eastern and western

boundaries of the SPA and SVPA respectively will, as of August 1st,

be Longitude 169 degrees East from the equator southurd. '2 'bis

repositioned the Guadalcanal - Tulagi area in the SPA under Vice

Afa. Ghoraley's comMand. The reminder of the Solomon Islands

resided in the SWPA &7:der Can. hncArthur's command, as shorn in

figure 2.

8



As depicted in figure 3, Ada. Niaitz - CINCPOA and Gen. MhcArthur

- CIICSVPA, received strategic tasking from the JCS vhich vas

established in February. The JCS executive for the Southwest

Pacific Area us Gen. George C. Narsball, Chief of Staff of the U.S.

Army. Adairal Ernest J. King, Comander in Chief, U. S. Fleet, us

the JCS for the Pacific Ocean Areas.

Vice Ada. Ghoraley, vas the SPA theater of operations commander

assigned to plan and execute Operation WATWCEOVER. Vice Afa.

Ohoraley us subordinate to Ada. Nilitz - the POA theater of ur

commaner. Vice Ada. Ghoraley, comaned three Task Forces, acting

as Commnder Southern Pacific Forces (COiSOPAC).

7T 6i - the Expeditionary Force - uas commanded by Vice Ada. F.

3. Fletcher. This force uas essentially the complete maritime

invasion force and us subdivided into a task group and a task

force. TO 6i. 1 - the Air Support Force, commaied by Fleet Ada. L.

Noyes consisted of three aircraft carriers and assigned battleships,

cruisers, and destroyers.

IT 62 - the Amphibious Force - us commnded by Rear Ada. R. 1.

Turner. This force consisted of cruisers, destroyers, transports

and troops that would support or make the landigs.

'T 63 - the Land-Based Air Forces - us comanded by Rear Ada. J.

S. lcCain. This force consisted of the land-based aircraft that

would support the operation from various bases in the SPA.

9



CNAP[UE IV

PREARTIONS AND PLUS

MkIIC UIDHM.On 25 June, Ada. King sent his wrning order

to Ada. Nimitz and Vice Ada. Ghormley which directed thea to begin

plamin for offensive operations In the SPA. Ada. ling'sa guidance

required that, wSanta Cruz Island,. TUlai, and adjgacent areas would

be seized and occupied by h1rines under CIMCPAC, and ArMy troops

f rom Australia then would f ors the permanent occupation garrison.

D-Dayvwould be about I August.i

7he 'Joint Directive for Offensive Operations in the Southwest

Pacific Area Agreed on by the United States Chiefs ot Staff' was

issued by the JCS on 2 July. It provided finalized nationl

strategic guidelines to the Pacific theater commnrders MAd. Nimitz

and Vice Mi. Ohoraley. klore specifically, it shaped the campaign

plan for offensive operations In the Solomon. by definin the

strategic objective, and dividing the campaign scheme into three

phase$.

Pbase I would be the seizure of the islands of Santa Cruz and

Tulagi, along with positions on adjacent islands. Ada. Nimitz would

comman this operation, with Gen. hacArthur concentrating on

interdiction of enemyT air aMd naval activity to the west. Cen.

lhckrthur then would take comman of Pbase II - the seizure of other

Solomon Islands plus positions on New Guinea, as well as Meae III -

the capture of Rabaul aMd adjacent bases in New Britain aMd New

IrelaMd. 2

Transitioml. In terms of operational comman ami theater of

10



war bounaries, the Solosons Campaign would begin in the POA Theater
of War under Ada. Nimitz' comand, and it would end in the SYPA
Theater of War, under Gen. McArthur' a commnd.

STRATEGIC OLJECTIYK. The strategic objective of the Solonons

Cmpaign ws the seizure of the New Britain - New Ireland area,

(i. e. Rabaul).

OR hQIO PAk.L. . Adm. King' a wrning order on 25 June came
as no surprise to Ada. Niaitz. To bolster the forces assigned to
the SPA, Ada. Nisitz possessed the foresight to initiate inter-
theater and intra-theater mobilization and deployment of forces. On
26 June, shortly after his arrival in Vellington, New Zealand, Ads.
Nimitz directed 1iaj. Gen. Vandergrift to prepare his ist Harin
Division for the invasion. Ads. lixitz also requested permission
from the JCS for the apportionment of additional joint forces and
assets to support the invasion. Specifically naval forces (surface
ships and submarines), from the SWPA to the SPA, and SOPA air forces
(land-based aircraft) to support the invasion from bases in the
SMPA. Ads. Nimitz also requested CPA air forces (land-based

aircraft), to re-deploy from Hawii to New Caledonia and the Fijis. 3

On 19 June. Vice Ads. Ghoraley assumed comand as CINCSPA and
immediately began working on plans for Phase One of the Solomon
Islands ca•pgn. Planning tasks were done 'ad hoc' and many
intelligence assumptions and logistical shortcuts were also made due
to the tine constraint placed upon them. "From an intelligence

point of view. the Gwadalcanal-Tulagi landings can hardly be
described as more than a stab in the dark.04 Detailed information

such as aerial photographs. charts and hydrographic Informtion, and

11



climatology were non-existent, or inaccurate. Shortages in the

availability of long-range reconnaiseance aircraft restricted the

amount of operational intelligence that could be gathered. The

'Essential Elements of Information' listed in Op-Plan 1-42 reflected

the uncertainty of the planners: 5

a. Will Orange defend?

b. Will Orange be reinforced?

c. Will Orange launch an offensive prior to D-Day in this area?

d. After our seizure of objective, will Orange attempt to

recapture?

e. Are there any terrain features not shown on existing charts

which will affect our mission?

Confronted with time constraints, logistical problems, and

shortages of operational intelligence, the operational planners

renamed Operation WATCTOWER - 'Operation SHOESTRINIG. bhj. Gen.

Vandergrift's ist thrine Division uas at the tactical end of this

operational shoestring. Elements of his Division were scattered

throughout the theater and the second echelon of his Division, en-

route from the United States, bad not yet arrived. Tremendous

logistical problems faced them, and torrential rains hampered their

efforts to off-load, then combat load the transports that would be

utilized in the amphibious assault. IhaJ. Gen. Vandergrift appealed

to Vice Mi. Ghormley that he could not be ready for the proposed D-

Day and requested a delay. On V7 July, Vice Ada. Ghormley relayed

this request up the chain of conmand. Ada. King ultimately approved

a six day delay, but admonished that D-Day bad to be 7 August. His

reasons were well founded. Intelligence reports and reconnaissance

flights reported that the airfield on Guadalcanal us nearly

completed. To invade in the face of land-based air would be far too

12



dangerous. 6

'ATh JXS bad rode a calculated ratioml decision in authorizing

VATCffT01. The risks created by the immediate coomencement of the

operation were worth the strategic advantage to be gained. "Equally

clear vs the fact that the Joint Chiefs realized that Invading

Guadalcaml and Tulaqi, before sufficient forces could be mostered

for the advance against Rabaul, would be an operation in which the

urgin for error would be perilously sall. "7

OPERATIONAL OBJECT. On 16 July, Vice Mda. Gbormley, C0ISOPAC,

issued Operation Plan 1-42 which defined the operational objective

of Operation WATCHMOVER: seize and occupy the Tulagi-CGadalcaml

area. The intermediate tactical objectives of Operation WATCHT01E

were to: capture and occupy Tulagi and adjacent positions, capture

and occupy adjoinin portion of Guadalcanal suitable for the

construction of landing fields, initiate construction of landing

fields without delay, and defend seized areas until relieved by

forces to be designated later. 8

Ffrlmh PLANS a) PEIAnTIO . By mid-July. deployment of forces

and assets for the operation were uxnervay. The aircraft carrier

I= set sail froa San Diego accompanied by transports carrying the

20d Rrines on I July. The carriers hurat (with Vice Ada.

Fletcher in coiand) and IMlriso set sail fron Pearl Harbor on 7

July. Tarships from the SVPA departed Brisbane. Australia on 14

July. On 22 July. two ships carrying the Hirine 3rd Defense

Battalion left Pearl Harbor late and did not join the Ezpeditiomry

Force until 3 Agust. On 26 July, Vice Ada. Ghoraley rendezvoused

13



his writime invasion forces at a position southeast of Fiji for a

rehearsal and final planning conference for his tactical coaIknders.

This would be the first opportunity for mast of then to meet face-

to-face. However. of significance. Vice Ada. Ghoraley did not

attend the conference. 9

Rhny final details were ironed out, but the meting also

highlighted several alaraing operational problem. The most serious

problem vas Vice Mda. Fletcher's plan to retire his Air Support

Force on D-Day plus two as his priorities lay in protecting his

carriers. The consequence of Vice Ada. Fletcher's plan us that

transport and supply ships would be left without air and surface

protection during their final unloading stages. Rear Ada. Turner

and Rbj. Gen. Vandergrift bad planned for the off load evolution to

take 3-5 days. Their transport ships would be forced to either stay

in the area unprotected or leave vith Vice Ada. Fletcher. A heated

debate resulted amongst Turner. andergrift and Fletcher. The

conference ended with Vice Ads. Fletcher's plans to retire

unchanged.

Vice Ada. Ghormley vas later advised of Vice Ada. Fletcher's

plan. Vice Ada. Ghornley bad planned however, to provide air

support to the lhrines by flying in naval aircraft from the carriers

to Guadalcanal, if the airfield uas suitable. They, in turn would

be relieved by aircraft from Rear Ada. IlcCain'3 IT 63 - land-based

in Espirito Santo and Efate. TWo fatal flaws existed in Vice Ada.

Ghoraley'S plan: the airfield on Guadalcanal us not operational

and the land-based aircraft could not fly the distances from their

bases to Guadalcanal due a lack of external fuel tank supplies. ±0

The 'shoestring' stretched tighter.
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TWo rehearsals were conducted froa 28 - 31 July. Critical

traini'g as conducted in debarkation and tining of landing forces.

as well as air and naval gunfire support procedures. However. coral

reefs mid OPSEC requirouents (maintain radio silence) hampered the

invasion forces' training. 116j. Gen. Yandergrift later wrote. *the

advantages gained fro& the loro rehearsal were 'dubious' vhen

compared with the loss of 'priceless time'. .tl

EMt? CRITICAL FACTORS. The Soloaons Caopaign plan accurately

identified and specifically focused on the eney'1s center of gravity

(COG) - Rabaul - Japan's greatest strength in the SVPA. It

represented the concentration of Japan's strength most vital to them

in the accomplishment of their strategic aim - isolation of

Australia. 1 2 The Solomons Caopaign plan recognized that the

Japanese COG us not vulnerable to direct attack. The three phased.

sequential Solomons Ceapaign plan was an 'indirect' approach to

attack and destroy the Japanese COG. It us to be achieved by

conducting naval operations that focused on deliberately selected

points of enemy vulnerability and attacked the decisive points of

Tulagi and Guadalcanal. Although the Solmons Campaign plan focused

on the sequence of actions necessary to expose, attack and destroy

the Japanese COG. YATCHTOYER's operational plan did not provide for

adequate protection of the Expeditionary Force's COG once

established ashore - the narines on Guadalcanal.

DIRE UrONAL M-. The operational design of the Solomons Capaign

established the ceapaign's strategic direction as a Northwest thrust

through the Solomons Island chain to New Britain. As Ada. King had

stated. *Drive Northwestvard from Neo Hebrides. 13 This axis
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snchronmzed the phase* of the campaign.

0SCM. . Op. Plan 1-42 presented an overview of how

U. S. forces and assets were to be employed to seize and occty the

Tulegi-Guadalcanal area. It vas creatively simple and incorporated

liaited deception. Amphbious in nature, it planned for mobility

and speed of execution. The folloving are essential elements of the

operational schem:

Method of Defeatin the OLonent. The Solomon Campaign plan

involved an 'indirect' approach at attacking Japan's strategic COG

by systematically destroying his basing areas, seizing decisive

points, and ultimately confronting the Japanese with piecemeal

defeat. The operational scheme of Operation VIMCl0YER involved a

'direct' approach at attacking the Japan's operational COG by direct

application of U.S. forces against Japanese basing - Tulagi and

Guadalcanal.

Annlication of Forces wad Assets. The planni evolution of

Operation VN'-CRf1VER vs certainly an iterative process. Encumbered

by the Allied Grand Strategy, Admirals ling, NilLtz and Ghormley

struggled to locate, request, approve, mobilize and deploy adequate

forces and assets to begin the operation. The task before then ws

numental: prepare for the largest amphi ious operation that U.S.

forces bad ever been involved in. Forces and assets for the early

stages of the operation included three aircraft carriers with

accompaMnin cruisers and destroyers, 1st Wrine Division forces and

associated transport and supply assets, naval and marine carrier
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based aircraft, and land-based aircraft from bases in the SPA.

Land-based aircraft, surface ships and submarines would be

apportioned from the SYPA. 4 The plans also called for Army ground

forces from the SPA to garrison Tulagi and Guadalcanal, following

the 1st ?hrine Division's occupation of these areas. The few Army

forces available in the SPA, however, bad been utilized to garrison

the Fiji Islands, New Caledonia and Samoa.

Sector of Hain Effort. The sector of main effort for Operation
VA- VE was the southeast end of the Solomon Islands chain

contained in the SPA. The major part of U.S. air and naval forces

and assets were employed to attain the primary objective in this

sector. The Solomon Sea - New GWunea area in the MPA ws the

secondary sector of effort. Due to movement of forces from the SYPA

to the SPA, the SVPA lacked operational depth and v&s assigned

limited objectives for Operation VATCHTOVER.

Onerational lkneuver. Operation VAMCHTOYER' s operational

maneuver us designed to create a decisive impact against Japanese

vulnerabilities at Guadalcanal and Tulagi by concentrating

simultaneous force and capitalizing on the amphibious nobility of

the Amphibious Force. It plamed for maneuvering the Ambibious

Force (from its rendezvous point north of its base of operation)

west to a point 400 nml south of Guadalcanal Island. Here, the

forces would maneuver north to a position due west of the north-vest

coast of Guadalcanal, and then split into two groups for the

amphibious assaults on Tulagi and Guadalcanal. Aided by the cover

of night in its final stages, the maneuver's intent uas to secure an

operational advantage of position and surprise for the assault.
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Operational Fires. Operational fires planned for Operation

Y4IC~ffONER oere carrier and land-based aircraft which were

integrated with the Amphibious Force's operatioal maneuver. These

operational fires were intended to facilitate the operational

maneuver, disrupt the maneuver of the Japanese if they counter-

attacked, and destroy Japanese positions and facilities In the

sector of wain effort prior to the amphibious landings.

The separate elements of U.S. submarines planned to reach deep

into the theater at choke points in the northern Solomons, could

also be considered as operational fires. The intent of these

submarine forces were to disrupt the maneuver of Japanese uarships

based at Rabaul.

Oneratioaml Protection. Carrier-based aircraft were planned to

provide protection to the Expeditionary Force's COG - the aircraft

carriers - during the maneuver. Forces planned to provide air and

surface protection to the Amphibious Force (IT 62) during the

maneuver were the Air Support Force (70 61.1), the Escort Task Group

('10 62.2) amd the Hlinesweoper Group (TG 62.5) consisting of three

aircraft carriers, one battleship and mmerous cruisers, destroyers

and minesweeps. Land-based aircraft from Task Force 63 were also

tasked to provide operational protection by covering the approach

to, and the operations within, the Tuagi-Guadalcanal area by search

and to render aircraft support on call ... to destroy important

enemy forces at any opportunity. i5

Oneratioaml Decention. The operational deception plan us

limited in scope - no intentional feints were incorporated in the

Op-Plan. OPSEC ws effectively utilized to the maximm extent
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possible during the preparation pbase. The success of the operation

hbfged on tight security to prevent Japanese discovery of the

operational scheme. Discovery would have allowed the Japanese to

attack and disrupt the Expeditionary Force with enemy operational

fires, before it achieved a positional advantage to conduct the

assault. Security measures were so tight that the majority of

Allied forces were unintormed of the operation until the last

moment. The plan us Otightly held in the staff. It wasn't even

discussed outside..16 Sailors. marines and dock workers were

deceived to believe that their hurried preparations were for a

traini exercise. Press reports and servicemen's letters home were

strictly censored.

CuQ atmm , Points. Inspite of insufficient operational

intelligence available during the preparations for Operation

WATCITOVER, U.S. operational planmers were able to accurately

estimate the Japanese defense strength and correctly calculate the

culminating point for the assault. They assembled an Expeditionary

Force attack strength which greatly exceeded that of the Japanese

defenders for the amphibious landings. The uncertainty of this

calculation us how much attack strength the Japanese would respond

with, once Guadalcanal and Tulagi were seized.

Pbu.m. The initial phase of the Solomons Campaign plan us the

operation code-named Operation PESTILENCE. Its operational design

provided for three sequential phases. Each phase us a distinct

episode that laid the groundwork for commencement of the subsequent

phase.
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Phase I: Code-named Operation DOETAIL, vs a rehearsal of the

Tulagi-Guadalcanal attack, conducted in the Fiji Area. Phase II:

Code-named Operation WAtI V, us the seizure and occupation of

the Tulagi-Guadalcanal Area. Phase III: Code-named Operation

HUDDLE. as the seizure of Ndeni in the Santa Cruz Islands. 1 7

Operational Pause. The operational design of Operation

PESTILENCE planned for an operational pause to occur following the

seizure and occupation of Guadalcanal and Tulagi. Its intent us to

reinforce and resupply occupation forces.

S.. Sequencing of the pbases/operations of the Solozons

Campaign us planned to allow inferior elements of U.S. Naval forces

in the SNPA and SPA to engage the stronger Japanese opponent and

strike a decisive blov by concentrating superior combat power in

time and space. 1 8 Operation PESTILENCE' s Op-Plan defined the

sequencing of required operations, yet it inadequately addressed and

planned for the application of available forces and assets to

achieve the desired military conditiors necessary for the defense of

Guadalcanal and Tulagi. It specifically stated, "Occupation forces

will be utilized, under orders to be issued later, to garrison the

Tulaqi-Gu-Adlcanal area, freeing the amphibious forces for further

offensive action."19 "Although on 14 July, Adm. Ghoraley bad

directed the 7th Narines in Samoa to be ready to embark on four days

notice with ninety days' supply and ten units of fire, no Army units

for reinforcing or relieving the division were alerted. .20

Synchroniaton. Op-Plan 1-42 provided the general concept of

operations for the invasion. Adm. Turner's follow on 'T 62 Op-Plan
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A3-42, provided detailed operational and tactical plans for the

sluchronization of Joint sea, land and air elements, operational

fires, and operational protection to apply overvhelming force

against the Japanese occupation forces. These plans included

elements of fire support, minesweeping, screening, and air support,

Operational Reserve. The operational comsanders recognized

serious limitations of operational reserves in the early planni

stages. In April, A. King had sent the following message to Vice

Ma. Ghormley:

•You have been selected to conand the South Pacific Force and
South Pacific Area. You will have a large area under your commnd
and a most difficult task. I do not have the tools to give you to
carry out that task as it should be. ... In time, possibly this
fall, we hope to start an offensive from the South Pacific..2l

During subsequent planning, Adms. King and Nimitz assessed the

reserves needed for carrying out the operation and the generation of

replacements and reserves for subsequent operations. Due to the

strategic importance of the Guadalcanml-Tulagi area and the ongoing

efforts of the Japanese to construct an airfield on Guadalcanal,

their decision to immediately initiate offensive operations

reflected that they accepted the risks that limited operational

reserves would create.

OPERATIONALUSINMN. Planners of the Solomons Campaign

realized that offensive operations would be limited in design and

execution to a greater extent by the support structure and resources

available in the POA and SVPA theaters of wr, than by purely

operational requirements. During the early months of the planning

evolution, "there were then available so few wrships, transports,
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and cargo ships. so few trained troops. so few weapons and supplies.

tot any offensive in the Pacific. for which the United States would

have to provide most of the forces. would necessarily be limited in

scale. w22 One could question whether or not the CIVCs bad

reasonable confidence that the support structure of the immature SPA

could sustain combat forces until mjor operational objectives could

be attained. Aver. of significant shortcomings in operational

sustainment, the operational comiaders were unable to correct them

prior to commencement of the invasion. Inadequate sustainment

provisions for the ist larines vas the most critical operational

flaw. 2 3  -It is significant to note that whereas plans for the

landing operations proper were detailed and comprehensive, there Vs

no reference to systematic re-supply of the ist narine Division

which carried sufficient supplies for sixty days..24

In retrospect, due to an inadequate number of transports

supporting their operational transgrtation system and the need to

protect those positions already established in the SPA, operational

commanders were unable to effectively free up or move Army garrison

troops to reinforce or relieve the larines.
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CHAP1u V

EECUTION ASE

SUMfT OF EVE . Espirito-Santo became operatioal on 31 July

and Tulagi and Japanese installations on Guadalcanal were bombed

heavily for several days prior to D-Day. On 6 August, "the force

proceeded North through bad weather which hindered air operations.

bhe weather cleared during the night of August 6 to permit fixing

the position of TUsk Force 62 and permitting it to pass between

Giadalcanal and Russell Islands. Complete radio silence ws

preserved, there were no enemy contacts enroute. Task Forces'

approach vs a complete surprise to fie eneny.

On the morning of 7 August, Task torce 62 attacked the islands of

Tulalgi. Gavutu. Tan•bogo. and Guadcanal. The landig on

Guadalcanal net miniml resistance. Japanese troops entrenched on

Tulagi. Gavutu and Tzamabogo offered greater resistance, vhich

required a few days to defeat and produced a greater number of

casualties then on Guadalcanal. 1hrine operational reserves being

held for Phase III of Operation PESTILENCE were called in to

reinforce the Gavutu and Tanabcogo invasion forces.

Logistics problems bapered the laning evolution. Heavy

equipment and supplies bogged down and piled up on Guadalcanal.

Trucks able to haul this equipment had been left in Noumea because

of the limited transports available. Additionally. few Narines were

allocated to work in shore parties to off-load supplies due to the

minismi number of Iharines that existed to begin with. This problem

is one of many that illustrate how shortcuts at the operational

level during the planning pase. seriously effected the execution of
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the operation at the tactical level.

-'The Japanese Immediately began their preparations for a counter-

attack and sortied land-based aircraft south from Rabaul to

interdict any U.S. forces discovered. 'Coastvatcher' tactical

intelligence units sighted and reported the incoming Japanese raid.

The unloading evolution us balted and carrier-based aircraft net

and defeated the Japanese air attack.

It ws here, that Operation WATCMTOVER took a turn for the worse.

On the night of 9 August, Japanese naval warships arrived in the

area undetected and engaged the Expeditionary Force's escorts. The

Battle of Savo Island ensued. Aa. Fletcher decided to retire that

night. The next morning, Rear Mda. Turner haying lost four cruisers

in the Battle of Savo Island and left unprotected by Fletcher's

departure, us forced to depart the area with many transports still

not fully unloaded. The Japanese gained the initiative and control

of the sea area north of Otudalcanal. The 1hrines on Guadalcaml bad

received approxiately half of their intended sixty day ration. "The

shoestring of this first Allied offensive seemed to be pulling

apart. This us the first of the operation's many dark hours.-2

From that moment until the end of the six month series of battles

and engagements that ensued, Operation WAVKTOUER became a contest

of operational protection and operational sustainment.

The Japanese continued their counter-offensive by conducting

repeated day attacks with Rabaul land-based aircraft and night 'hit

and run' attacks with the 'Tokyo Express' naval forces. They

attempted to regain control of Guadalcanal by landing only 2.000

troops. As the Japanese filtered ashore and positioned for their

offensive, 'Operation W', Rhrines dug in and prepared defenses of
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Henderson rield on Guadalcanal. narine land-based aircraft finally

arrived on 20 August. The first Japanese land attack vas also

foiled on this day. As August dragged on. U.S. resupplies came by

any means available. By mid-August. Aft. ling ws competing with

the North African Campaign and the BOLERO build-up for operational

forces and assets. On 24 August. the Battle of the Eastern Solons

began. Fletcher's carrier-based aircraft returned and synchronized

with Army and Wirne land-based aircraft to check the Japanese

attempt to recapture Guadalcaml.

The Japanese commenced 'Operation RAT' on 27 August, in a now

attempt to reinforce Guadalcanal. Japanese efforts centered around

stealthy destroyer night landings to regenerate their combat power

on Guadalcanal. On 30 August, new aircraft arrived on Guadalcanal,

but Henderson Yield still lacked long-range land-based bombers. On

31 August, nratga us torpedoed aM put out of action.

On £ September, the first Naval Construction Battalion arrived et

Guadalcanal end shortly thereafter the South Pacific Combat Air

Transportation Command began to resupply the island. On 10 Sept.,

Ada. Nimitz "ordered all carrier aircraft 'that could be spared' to

be flown to Guadalcanal, thus contradicting the navy's doctrine that

carrier aircraft should fly from carriers. 3 On 12 September. the

Wines on 02adalcanal turned back a Japanese land attack in the

Battle of Bloody Ridge. The reinforcement contest continued. On 14

September. the Seventh rines sailed from, Espirito Santo protected

by the carriers Homet and ftn. The MW wus sunk by Japanese

submrines and the Japanese began the first of many battleship

bombardments on Henderson Field. "The loss of Ia= us to deepen

Ada. Ernest King's conviction that the desperate situation at

Guadalcanal could not be retrieved without more airplanes for
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HeRnderson Field. 4 Gen. Arnold diverted fifteen land-based aircraft

originally allocated for the North African invasion to Guadalcanal.

On 18 Sept., 4000 troops of the 7th harine regiment reinforcoemnts

arrived at Guadalcanal bringing U.S. troop strength to 19,000. On

23 September, Whrines on Guadalcanal attempted to regain the

tactical initiative and were defeated at latanikau.

The Japanese "began October determined to wipe out American

fighter strength. .... Alone in August, at bay in September the U.S.

bad fouht the enemy off; but now the month of crisis ws at hand.' 5

On 8 Oct.. Vice Ads. Qhormley. postponed Phase III of Operation

PESTILENCE. On the night of 11 Oct.. in a U.S. effort to crush the

Tokyo Express, the Battle of Cape Esperance began. The resultant

U.S. victory temporarily neutralized Japanese control of the sea

areas north of Guadalcanal. On 13 Oct., the first regiment of Army

reinforcement forces arrived at Guadalcanal. The same day the

Japanese began their third attempt to re-take the island with heavy

shelling and damage resulting at enderson Field. On 15 Oct.. Adm.

Ninitz wrote to Ada. King, "It nov appears that we are unable to

control the sea in the Guadalcanal area. ... 7hus our supply of the

positions will only be done at great expense to us. The situation

is not hopeless, but it is certainly critical..6 Desiring more

aggressiveness from his SPA CINC. Adk. Nixitz relieved Vice Ada.

Ghormley of command and replaced him with Vice Ada. 'Bull' Halsey on

19 Oct. Halsey immediately took the offensive. On 26 Oct., Halsey

engaged his carriers in the Battle of Santa Cruz Islands and despite

losing tactically, Halsey's forces checked the Japanese efforts to

retake the island. *After Santa Cruz. Japan's carrier based

aircraft would no longer be a factor at Guadalcanal."?

November marked the beginning of the end for the Japanese. As
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the North African invasion began. Halsey cancelled Phase III of

Operation PESTILEoCE. and diverted its assets to Guadalcanal. The

original Iarine forces that bad invaded the island in August were

still fighting for survival aM replacement. By aid-November

Japanese forces oan 0adalcaral outnumbered U.S. forces 30,000 to

23.000. Realizirg the desperate situation Halsey began immediate

reinforcement. The Battle of Guadalcaml resulted from 12 - 16

November, and despite heavy losses, repulsed the Japanese efforts to

reinforce the island.

In December. the Japanese Immediately began preparations for

their fifth attempt to retake the island. Reinforced air forces

frou Henderson Field, torpedo boats and submarines repeatedly

interdicted Japanese destroyers and troop barges attempting to

reinforce Guadalcanal. Desperate, the Japanese began floating

supplies ashore in drums at the emd of December. On 31 December,

the Japanese conceded defeat on GCwdalconal and began plans to

evacuate.

January and February 1943, brought the end for the Japanese on

Guadalcmnal. U.S. aircraft, rumarrnes and torpedo boats continued

to interdict and frustrate the Japanese efforts to remove their

11.000 troops from Guadalcamal. On 9 February 1943. the evacuation

vas complete and the six month Japanese coumter-offensive uas over.

QODTDQU MLSIS1. The follovI0 are principle elemnts of

the operation's execution worthy of discussion:

Oneratiaml Sustainment. Operation VA¶R waR as in a nutshell

a series of air, land and sea battles that inflicted damge or
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attrition to the vulnerable operational sustainment systems of both

sides. Operational sustainment was the nredgwmint factor tkat

sloped the series of events and influenced the ultimte outcome of

the Operation.

Initiating offensive operations in the Solomons vas a correct

strategic decision in respect to both the tine andi space domain.

With respect to operatiomil 'meansI to accomplish the strategic

'ends' however, the question remained, could the U. S. generate

sufficient resources to sustain this shift? U. S. strategic and

operational leaders gambled that they could sustain UT.S. forvard

deployed flet units and major tactical units in the f og of arl.

The synergistic effect of exterior lines of operation. exposed lines

of communication. secondary theater of war sustainment priorities.

andi limited assets for operational transportation combined to

seriously impact the movement of material and supply through the SPA

theater of operations to the tactical units on Guadalcanal and

Tulagi.6

Annlication of Forces and Assets. Unavailability of Army reserve

forces bad a dramatic impact on the operational sustainment of the
ist !Hrine Division as Operation VA~I)Udragged out. Ifore

importantly, the apportionment of forces to Europe and the Pacific

stretched resources so thin that no significant forces were

available to be withheld for reserves during subsequent pbases of

the Solomons Campaign. The campaign's success became totally

constrained by the limited operational forces available f or the

allocation and apportionment to Operation lA1C'owER
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Onerationml hnauver. Aided by the cover of weather, the

mnuuer secured an operational advantage of position and surprise

to conduct the assault. These advantages permitted the

Expeditionary Force to concentrate its force and apply it in a

decisive manner. The disruptive effects of this maneuver on the

Japanese were temporary. The operational maneuver had not included

adequate provisions of operational countermobility. The Air Support

Force and Fire Support Groups were able to provide adequate air and

surface cover against the Japanese counter-offensive but departure

of Fletcher's Air Support Force, stripped the Expeditionary Force of

its ability to attack the movement of eneny operational-size forces.

Additionally, the Expeditionary Force lacked favorable lines of

operations. Exterior lines of operations hampered the operational

comianders' efforts to protect U.S. lines of communications,

resupply their forces, interdict the movement of Japanese forces,

and maintain operational tempo. 9

Onerational Fires. Operational fires were initially utilized to

prepare the amphibious landing areas as land-based aircraft attacked

and destroyed several Japanese positions and facilities on Tulagi

and Guadalcanal. However. these land-based aircraft lacked the

range and lethality to effectively reach into the depths of the

theater. Although McArthur's land-based aircraft conducted attacks

on Rabaul, they were unable to destroy or substantially degrade the

Japanese naval and air basing systems located there. Carrier-based

aircraft and submarines (utilized primarily in the operational

protection role) also served as operational fires sporadically and

for the most part ineffectively throughout the operation.
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At no time were U.S. operationa ftires able to isolate the

maritime area of operations. They were unable to effectively

interdict Japanese forces and their logistical sustainent, until

the airfield at Guadalcanal became operational and sufficient land-

based aircraft arrived. The inability of these operational fires to

effectively disrupt the enemy's defenses in theater led to a long

drain out operation that could not accelerate the culminating point

of the Japanese counter-offensive. 10

Onerational Protection. The planned forces for operational

protection provided adequate defense to the Expeditionary Force

during their operational maneuver. The Air Support Force and the

Escort Wask Group provided protection from Japanese operational

fires and naval attacks. Vice Adf. Fletcher's departure on D-Day

plus two left the marines alone and undefended. Throughout the

campaign. operational protection assets were utilized to defend

carrier forces and transports, with mixed results. The U. S. lost 24

varships totalling 126,240 tons.

Onerational Deception. Although limited operational deception

vs employed. OPSEC successfully concealed friendly actions and

intentions until it as too late for the Japanese to effectively

react to the operational maneuver.

CulainatI Points. The success of Operation VAMTEOVER balanced

on which side could reinforce more rapidly. Both sides perilously

approached their culmination points during the exchange of land

battles and naval engagements that ensued. The U.S. us barely able

to auster sustainig resources which almost forced Operation
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WATCWTOMER to culainate before victory could be achieved.

SIn the end. unable to reach a point where their attack strength

exceeded that of the defenders. Japan's continued offensive actions

overextended their counter-attack capabilities and they were

defeated. This culuination allowed the U. S. to re-transition to

offensive operations and commaence Phase II of the Solonons Caaign.

E . Phases I and II of Operation PESTILENCE were planned

with sons degree of certainty. However, many battles and

engaqenents took place during Pbase II that the U. S. did not

anticipate. Ada. Nisitz and Vice Ada. (horaley were unable to

provide timely supporting forces and reinforcements that allowed for

a combination of eations to most effectively and quickly achieve the

operational aims. The U. S. vs only able to accomplish Psase I and

II of Operation PESTILENCE and Phase III - the seizure of Ndeni in

the Santa Cruz Islands - vas cancelled.

QOeratioal Pause. During the operational pause following the

seizure and occupation of Guadalcanel and Tulagi, the initiative us

ceded to the Japanese as the occupation iorces transitioned to the

defense. Each side us forced to assess the enemy's situation in

term of relative combat power. Erroneous assessments of relative

combat power by the Japanese led to a poorly coordinated piecemeal

counter-offensive and they were unable to maintain a controlled

relationship to their culminating point. Barely able to provide

adequate supplies and forces to check the Japanese counter-

offensive, Ads. Niaitz and Vice Aa. Ghoraley also struggled to

maintain a favorable relationship to the U. S. culminating point. 11
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Semaun&1m. Ad&. Nimitz and Vice Ada. ihorlley were unable to

adhere to their previously planned sequencing scheme due to limited

forces available to oppose the Japanese counter-offensive. Attepts

to organize and allocate forces and assets fell short of operatioml

requirements and Ispacted the effectiveness of tactical level

forces. Able to win decisively in defensive engagements against

Japanese attacks, laj. Gen. Vandergrift'3 forces were unble to

strike a decisive blow against the Japanese when they attempted

offensive tactical actions.

chronization. Synchronization of joint sea, land and air

elements. operatioml fires. and operational protection allowed the

U.S. to apply overuhelmirq force against the meager Japanese forces

on Tulagi and Gadalcaml durin the ampibious invasion.

Follovin these initial tactical successes, 'clarity of intent'

became a problem in achievin successful synchronization of tactical

elements. Although Fletcher had stated that he would retire his

carriers on D-Day plus two, the amphibious and landing force

tactical comnders believed he would change his intentions and

remin on station if needed. His departure permitted the Japanese

to initiate their counter-offensive. and seize the initiative from

the U.S. Unable to apply overwhelming force, U.S. operational and

tactical commnders struggled to initiate offensive actions in order

to wrest the initiative back. 12 Synchronization of operationel

reserves. operational protection, logistical sustainment and

operational fires were bampered by limited resources available.

Synchronization of land, sea and air elements could not be conducted

in a complementary and reinforcing fashion in regards to the 'time'
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disension. The operatioml comeners threw everything they bad.

vhenever it became available, at the Japanese just to survive. The

battle for control of Guadalcanal became a contest of attrition - to

force the enemy to reach his culminating point first.

O•erational Reserve. The operational reserve for Operation

VATICTOYER vs not of sufficient size and flexibility to affect

decisive outcome in the theater of operation. Limited operational

reserves effected the operational comsonders' ability to influence

the operation beyond the initial clash of forces. The U. S. did not

possess an adequate operational reserve of aircraft carriers. The

three aircraft carriers available were the only carrier assets

reaining and were considered too precious to sacrifice. These

carriers were damaged, sunk or forced to retire in numerous naval

engagements throughout the operation. Operational reserves of Army

land forces and land-based aircraft were also limited due to the

apportionment of then to the ur on the European continent. i3

Despite creating conditions of 'econoay of force' in other

Pacific operational theaters. the operational comnders

were unable to withhold major combat forces ead assets in

anticipation of delivering a decisive blow, Vithout adequate

operational reserves they struggled to regain the initiative,

inflict high attrition rates. counter unexpected developments. aed

reinforce friendly forces. As a result, the operational comznders

were unable to accomplish their operational goals in a timely

manner.
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CHA&PTE VI

OPERATIONAL LESSONS L.7

S'Ad Hoc' operational plemi und preparations produce shortcuts

and assumptions that seriously effect the execution of the operation

at the tactical level and hinder timely attainment of tactical and

operational objectives.

* The operational commander should always be present for final

plannim conferences of major operations. His presence is necessary

to resolve differences in planni amongst his subordinate

operational and tactical commanders and to provide final guidance on

operational priorities.

e Unity of command, unity of effort and effective cooperation are

essential to the success of any operation exposed to the 'fog of

ar'. Every operational/tactical commander must fully tumderstanxd

the operational intent of his superior.

o Commencig offensive operations before sufficient forces and

assets can be attained, creates an operation dependent on high risk

and a small margin of error. Insufficient size and flexibility of

operational reserves r3gatively impact the operational commanders'

ability to influence the operation beyond the initial clash of

forces.

e Operational plans that adequately plan for the application of

available forces and assets yet fail to make provisions for their

sustainment and relief, will perilously approach their culmination

point or fail during the exchange of unexpected battles and

engagenents.
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e Operational deception coordinated with operational imnemer is

essential to achieving surprise.

* To seize the initiative, one mout possess adequate pivisions for

operational manuver and operational protection.

a To retain the initiative, one must possess adequate provisions

for operational protection and operational sustairnent. Without

adequate provisions of operational countermobility, the disruptive

effects of an operational maneuver are temporary at best.

e Well planned operational plans to destroy the enemy' s center-of-

gravity are ineffectual if one cannot protect his own center-of-

gravity.

# Ladequate operational reserves create tremendous vulnerabilities

and severely restrict operational flexibility.

@ Lack of adequate operational protection during an operational

pause can cede the initiative to the enemy.

e Inadequate provisions of operational protection and operational

sustainment negatively impact the operational commander's ability to

provide timely supporting forces and reinforcements that allow for a

combination of actions to most effectively and quickly achieve

operational aim.

e Operational fires that lack the lethality and range to reach into

the depths of the theater cannot substantially degrade the enemy's

basing system or isolate the maritime area of operations.

e Aggressive operational leadership is essential to the success of

offensive operations aimed at taking the initiative from the enemy.

* In an imture theater with exterior lines of operations,

operational sstainment is paramoumt to the successful achievement

of operational objectives. Vithout ý equate sustainment means,

execution of the operation becomes a gamble that friendly forces can
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be sustained in the 'fog of war'. During the exchange of unexpected

bqttles and engagements, operational sustainment directly

contributes to the position one attains with respect to his

culmination point.

e Exterior lines of operation hamper efforts to protect lines of

commiications, resupply forces, interdict the movement of enemy

forces, and maintain operational tempo.

a Clarity of operational intent is essential to achiev3 successful

synchronization of operational end tactical elements.

e Limited availability of operational resources seriously izpactn

the synchronization of operational reserves, operational protection,

logistical sustainment and operational fires. Elements of combat

power cannot be synchronized in a complementary and reinforcing

fashion in regards to the 'time' (availability) dimension.

e Distant locations of operational comand headquarters slow down

communications and severely limit the operational commander's

ability to control and provide support to his operational and

tactical commanders.

e An operational plan that does not successfully achieve all of its

operational objectives in execution can still contribute to the

successful achievement of the capaiqn's strategic objective.
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